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‘REPORT OF [FORMER AGENT TURNER τς 
' ες Ι i 

7 "F 

Villiam W, Turner inte rviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson ane Trevor Thomas at 
PACIFICA RADIO STATION KPFA (FM), Berkeley, Calif. 

! October 1962 | 

William W. Turner is a former FBI official ἡ whose se rvices were terminated by 
that Bureau after ten and a half years, He responded by filing suit againstthe FBI . 

in the United States District Court, ‘Washington, D,C, on Octabe r! 5, 1962. Mr. ΝΞ 

Turner had served in five different field offices as special, agent, ‘as an assistant , 
supervisor and as an inspector' ὃ aide, He: was engaged in nearly every branch of: 
work done by this organization--espionage, security, applicant cases, crime, and 
sound, including wire tapping. He has just] completed a book describing his exper- 
iences, Mr, Turner was educated at Canisius College and trained at FBI schools 

in Washington, D.C, and Quantico, Virginia, | He served during the war in the 

United States Navy. | 
| | Ϊ 7 

The following interview was conducted in'KPFA's studios by Elsa Knight Thompson 
and Trevor Thomas, who asks the first “pe . ! 

| | 
TREVOR THOMAS: Mr, Turner; Jack Levine has told our reporters in New York. 
that you have been discha rged from! the Federal Bureau of Investigation ior writeing . 
letters to Congressmen that were ¢, 3 ritical ofthe Internal Bureau Operations: Is this 

the case, and can you tell, us something a how this came about? ' 

WILLIAM W, TURNER: This 15 the case. i was an agent in the FBI for ten and δ᾽ 
half years at 

| i | | 

LSA KNIGHT THOMPSON: During that t time, insOfar as you are aware, you not 
only were an employee, but an accepted and satisfactory employee, could we clear 
that up right now? | gy | | 

' : 7 i 

TURNER: I think that we can. Yes, I think’ that my pe rformance ‘ratings. will bear 
--. -... | 

out the fact that 1 was considered an excellent employee suing that time. 
| | ! \ 

THOMAS: What was your, what do we calllit, rate, or job description at the time | 

that you left the Bureau? | } | an | | 
Π ᾿ " . 

TURNER: Iwasa special agaent in a government grade, prade 12, 

| | : | | | 

THOMPSON: Now you said that you 'were discharged for writing lette rs to Congress - 
men, I don't suppose that that was the only charge that the FBI mentioned’ in dismiss - 
ing you, was it? : ̓ Ξ | . | | 

: . ΝΣ 
TURNER: There were four specific: charges. tn support of seven, pages of Specifica- 

tions. It was quite a bulky document. [ | | | , 
| | ‘ 

1 Ι Ι 

THOMPSON: It included a lot of other thin s|besides writing letters to Congressmen? 
; 

TURNER: Well, it included certain ‘specific btatements I had made in the letters to 
Congress, and this predominantly formed the basis, There} were; One or two other 
issues which came up, and these. were later dismissed by the Civil Service Commis - : 

| ‘ : . oy I 

ἘΝ β ! 
| i | | ΝΥ 
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sion. ! : 

THOMPSON: How did it happen toigo in ΜΕΝ of the Ci vil Service Commission 
in the first place? , | | 

TURNER: Well, as you know, the FBI is. not under Civil Service as far as matters 
of this type are concerned, However, being a beteran of World War ll, the Veteran's 

Preferance Act of 1944 is applicable to Bureau activities, and it states that in the 

event of suspension without pay for over 70: days or in the event of a dismissal 

that the Civil Service Commission then haa, .authority to review! the matter. 

THOMPSON: Did they review it? ; | 

TURNER: Yes, they did. | ad ΕΞ 
Ι 1 ‘ 

THOMPSON: What was their dete riminaticn 

TURNER: Their dete rmination--I might add there was a hearing in Washington, D 
C, and the hearing lasted approximately four days. There is a transcript of perhaps 
800 pages of testimony by those present and in affidavit form by others who were 
not present, and as a result of the hearing two of the four charges of the Bureau 
were dismissed. There were 14 specifications, Nine were dismissed. Now of the 

5 specifications which are left, all οἱ them are based on statements that I made in 

private correspondence to members of Copgrese, 

| | | 

THOMAS: So that it was not the fact that you wrote the letter to a Congressman, 
but the fact that you said 'certain things about the Bureau. | | 

TURNER: This is correct. | | | 

THOMAS: Now could you tell us: what the four charges were? 
| : | 

TURNER: I would be able to do that, Numbe;r 1, the charge that I was not amenable 

to discipline. 2, The charge that [πὰ a poor attitude towards the Director and the 
FBI based on statements that I had Imade in these letters to Congress, Also, they 
claimed that I was a security risk. Now by this, they later backtracked a little on 

this and claimed, well they didn't mean that I was disloyal ito the government or 

anything, but I had made statements which they thought were irresponsible and 
therefore they didn't think I should be entrusted further with all the confidential 
information that an agent should: have. The fourth charge that the Bureau used-- 

what it was~--that I had made statements which were either, untrue or unjustified , 

not accurate, and what these referred to specifically, if I recall-one referred to 

about the morale of the agents being low. Well, of course this was made by reason 
of first hand knowledge on my part.;| I was part of the agent corps for almost eleven 

years, The Bureau refuted it witha statistic’ purporting to, ‘showla low turnover rate 

and some statements by Bureau officials that morale was high, This is an example 

of what was classified as an untruthful or indecurate statement, Of course, the 

funny part about it all is that after ten years: of being entirely truthful and entirely 
| 

accurate, as soon as I made certain) statements which were critical of the Bureau 
and certain of its policies, all of a sudden 1 lost this truthfulness, and accuracy, 

| ᾿ΕΝ | : | J 
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! 
The timing on it is, [ think, rather! significant. | 

Ι 

THOMPSON: Now are these four charges, aire they the basis for the legal action 
in which you are involved at the moment?! 3 

4 

TURNER: The basis for: the legal action-/-of course as I said, two of the four were 
thrown out by the Civil Service Commission--the basis of| the legal action is the 
remaining two, all of which are based on private correspondence to Congress, and 

the fact that such correspondence is recognized under the First Amendment to be 

privileged. I might explain that by saying that under the First Amendment any 

constituent or a government employee is permitted, in fact has the right, to commu- 
nicate with Congress expressing a. grievance or passing on information without 
redress, and this is even more specifically’ brought out in title 5 of the U.S, Code, 

Section 652 which specifically states the dnt of persons employed in the Civil 
Service of the United States, either individually or collectively to petition Congress 
or any member thereof, ior to furnish information to either house of Congress or to 
any Committee or member the reof shall not be denied or interfered with, Well, 

obviously, we feel pretty, strongly that the FBI should be no exception to this and 
that Congress is the legislative body whichis responsible’ for how government 
agencies carry out their internal functions, operations and responsibilities, 
One of the channels which the founding fathers of this Republic opened up to ascer- 

tain or make sure that Congress did receive information as to the functioning of 
government agencies is this channel of communication between! constituents and 
government employees, protected $0 that |Congress can learn what is going on inside 
these agencies. | ! | 

| | | 7 

THOMAS: Mr. Turner, did the FBI, however, as a Bureau have any rule, an internal 

rule of any kind, that directed agents not to communicate with Congressmen on the 
basis of complaints or ciriticisms of theBureau! 3 operations? | 

᾿ | 
ioe ! i 

TURNER: No, There was no such| regulatign, | : 
SSS ) Ι | | 

THOMAS: So that, then, you did not violate even an inte rnal regulation, irrespective 
of how this relates to--- | ' " 

| 

TURNER: No, there is no argument on that at all. | 

| 

THOMPSON: You have now filed a! suit in| the United States District Court of the 
District of Columbia and that suit is primarily for the purpose; of having these 
charo+sdropped, and you wish to be reinstated as an FBliagent, 

| | i ; 

TURNER: That is correct, That is what the complaint is for. | | 

| | | | | 
; { 

THOMPSON: And that case has not been heard? 
j 
1 

TURNER: No, It was filed on October 5, and the FBI has. a certain period of time 
in which which to respond to it, | | | | 

) ΠῚ | 
THOMAS: Mr. Levine was of the opinion in the interviews that I mentioned to you 
a while ago with our New York: reporte Δ ithat it was not possible to criticize the 

i 
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| 

! | -4- 
FBI while you were a member fhexeot but: as I get from you, you in fact were 

eritical while you were a neAnRes ὲ 

TURNER: Υ868,1 ere the tiger from ἘΠῚ the cage, so'to speak, There, of 
course,what Mr. Levine is referring to about prohibitions against internal criticism 

is of course an internal policy within the organization which has developed over the 
years and not any — regulation inside the Organization. 

| 

THOMAS: I would like you, if you | would, Mr. Turner, to tell us a little about your 

work as a sound man. You mentioned this, land you have also written a paper, | 
understand, about this, and perhaps you could talk about this for a few minutes. 

TURNER: As you know, Mr. Thomas, it's : recognized fact that the FBI does have 
wire taps in existence, They are approved ; iby the attorney general, and they are 
used as stated in appropriations te ‘stimony in cases involving internal security of 

the country; also in cases whe're a life may be in Jeopardy, such as extortion or 
kidnapping cases where there is a victim in'the hands of the criminal. In these 
cases where these wire taps are in, and My). Hoover always in his appropriations 

testimony mentions the 5 pe cific number that are in throughout the country at any 
one time, of course it takes technically qualified and trained people to install and 

maintain them and this is one of the duties bien I had asia special agent. 

THOMPSON: How do you go about doing that? 

ae | po 
TURNER: Well, as far as the wire'tap is concerned, there is a ve ry comprehensive 

volume available on it called, 'The Zavesdroppers," published by an attorney in 

Philadelphia, and I don'tisuspect that the way we do itis much different from the 

way any police department or anyone else would doit, Wire taps are a question of 

bridging a pair of wires which belong to the! telephone subscriber and then linking 

them up with your own wire and listening ὲ 90 that it is 8 pearly simple and straight- 
forward technical ΠΈΘΘΙΕ a | 

THOMPSON: Is it usually done ‘with the coope ration of the tele hone company, or 
can they be completely ignored in the process? 

TURNER: It can be done either’ way. Of. course it's easier with the telephone 
company cooperation, nut it could be done without it. 

) 

THOMAS: And of course ages are many other more sophisticated ways Of eaves - 
dropping than wiretapping. | i | 

TURNER: Well, this is trie: Wiretapping if actually -- 

THOMPSON: Pretty archaic by now. ‘ 
| ! 

TURNER: Not archaic, but it's a narrower application of broad eavesdropping 
situations which could encompass anythin from listening through a keyhole to, 
I guéss they call them on the detective thrille rs, bugs, and this kind of thing. 

| 
: | 

THOMAS: How are the wiretapping activities of the FBI controlled, Does each tap -- τ -- ἐν ὑπ ! | 
Al ει ἢ J i 

| ἘΠ oe i . 
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ΝΣ 
have to be approved by Wa shington, or do you 85 an agent instigate a tap on a sus- 

pect, either a criminal suspect or someone you are surveilling as a possible kid-: 

napper or a security risk? What nappene? Ϊ | 

TURNER: Well, they are approved by Washington, 

THOMAS: All taps are approved by; | Washington? 

a | 
TURNER: Yes, right. | | 

THOMPSON: Before you institute them, 0 ot Afterwards ? Would you wait? Because 

there seems to be some contradiction on hers between-- ! 
1 : | 

TURNER: Well, it could be a question of picking up the phone if there was a drastic 

time element involved, | : 
| | 

THOMPSON: But you would wait for an o,k, 7 | 

! ! f | : ! | 
TURNER: Yes, right, | | | | : 

| 1 | 

THOMAS: And so, that then in effect Mr. Hoover! 8 report on the number of taps that 

exist at any given time 18 in your opinion. quite accurate, . 

| Ι 
TURNER: I would say it's fairly accurate, speaking from my own--] haven't been in 
every office in every part of the; country under all conditions, but from my own 

experience it's accurate, | " 

β aan iF 
THOMPSON: Well, in our: previous convergation I was very interested in some of 

what you had to say about the criminal invéstigation--things like breaking seals on 
a railway car, in other words, the jurisdiction as between the FBI and the local 
authorities, | - | ! 

| ΝΕ | 
TURNER: Yes, What was your specific Point there ? | | 

1 

H 

Ι | 
THOMPSON: Well, you seem to feel that it: was, well not exactly a waste of time, 
perhaps, but that many of jthese things didn’t) prope rly belong in this area, 

| | 
THOMAS: I think, the point that you made tellative to this was vial- -a-vis the 
Bureau's record against large organized crime. | 

i i 

THOMPSON: The whole criminal side of the PBL. : ᾿ 

TURNER: Right. I think that one οὗ the things that does frustrate the agents quite 
a bit is the fact that they haven't: been given free rein to go against the top hoodlums «. 
and the big boys in crime,, It's been more. less a situation where their efforts are 
channelied into accumulating quantitatively, a a large number. of statistics, while 
Obviously when you get into 8 situation like this your approach isn 't always objective, 
You're out there to geta conviction and it's obviously much easie'r to get one of some 
alcoholic that breaks the seal on a railway: car, who after all is more or less a local 

problem, a skid row inhabitant, or perhaps some indigent car thief that wanders 
| 

eke 
| 
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across a state line and you have the techn nicality there of arresting him just be - 

cause he wandered across the state line ΩΣ may be no more than ἃ couple of 

miles away. These people usually|can't afford attorneys when they're caught. They 

usually figure, well, the FBI's got me, and they invariably plead guilty--with few 

exceptions. rt 

ty 
ii | 

' | 

THOMAS: But, Mr. Turner, aren't/you citing in these two instances, the exception, 

It seems te me that you might be giving a ‘slightly distorted picture of the activities 

of the Bureau in working on criminal cases! 
i 

! ' : i 

TURNER: I'm not entirely citing exceptions. No, I would say that a large portion 

of the totals which are presented as conviction statistics, that a very significant 
portion of them amount to more than misdemeanor offenses, not felonies. 

Ι | , : Ϊ | 

THOMAS; But because of the nature of the act, : for instance your example of the box 
car seal, because this isl interstate commerce it then becomes a Federal case. 

Ι ' 
| 

TURNeR: Right. Whe relas the iproble ΤᾺ other than the Fede ral technicality, is 

strictly focal. 1 think the distinction I drew there was that pe opte in organized 
crime, obviously controlling millions of dollars and having batteries of highpriced 
attorneys are a little diffe rent group to try and hit from a'law enforce ment stand - 

point and make it stick, And I think also: from a Federal standpoint that these are 
the people that pose the biggest menace to | this country and the satiety and well-being 

of the citizens. | ἘΝ : 

| | : 
THOMPSON: Well, is this purely a matter of. statistics? You've inferred, it seems 

to me, two reasons for this situation which you describe, ‘One is that sixty convic- 
tions for some minor infringe ment, is a large total ΟΣ whatever the total may be, 

where the other would take much longer and! wouldn't add up statistically in the same 
way. Is there --and then you aliso infe rred,' "ΔῈ seems to me, a moment ago, that 

perhaps they might be loathe to! take on the big crime syndicates, Why do you feel 
that this happens ? Surely they have all the | propaganda facilities' at their disposal, 
Wouldn't catching a really big crime syndicate do as much for the FBI's reputation ' 

88 catching up with sixty'car thieves? | 

TURNER: Obviously it would, but--if it could be done--but, I think it comes down 
to the question of one in the hand is worth two in the bush. As I pointed out, these 

leners in crime--these one-man gangs are a lot easier to'catch. In a lot of instances 

the Eocal police have already caught them and it's pretty clear cut, whereas when 

you get into organized crime, you're talking, about a very complex Situation which 
would require intensive effort and large expenditu res of manpower, all of which, 

when you finally wind it up, may come to Maught because these people have had the 
money to purchase, or to retain tap legal authority. If you did get a statistic on one 

of them it would only be one. It would countino more thanisome skid row wino as 
far as a conviction Statistic is concerned. | 

THOMAS: Why are conviction statistics per jse 50 important to the Bureau? 

TURNER: Well, they've been used: lin justifying the Bureau! S appropriation to the 
appropriations committee in Congress. As you know, each government agency goes -- 
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the head of it will go before the appropriation committee and request a budget 

and thereby what they te rm accomplishments in justification of this continued 

expenditure of the taxpaye Ts money. . | 

THOMPSON: Do they label the difte rent sections ? Do they say sixty second-hand 
stolen cars received, or|is it just a total aa a result of FBI work and prosecution 
of cases--we have convicted 50 many people? | 

TURNZR: Well, sometinles --well, lin the: matter of cars they do specifically state 
how many cars they recovered. I've got to qualify that again, They don't state 
that they recovered. They state ''that we re'jrecovered in FBl-investigated cases," 
The reason for this qualification is that ivi many instances, and in my experience 
in most instances, the FBI itself never physically recovers the automobile, It's re- 
covered by a local officer or a local agency, and then this agency will notify the FBI 

that the car came from out of state and the Bureau will then getiin on the investiga - 
tion. But they still will claim this ‘car as money saved, recovered for the taxpayer. 
Sometimes the Bureau agent may never ever have seen the car.., 

THOMAS: I would like to/know, Mr. Turne τι You have wotked in five different 
Bureau offices in various parts. of the United States, and I |would like to know some 

of the kinds of cases that you have been involved in, because I am still not satisfied 

that we are ectting as accurate a description of the Bureau’ 8 activities as we might 
here, Now, we've mentioned such things 85. the car thefts and relatively minor 
things, and we've talked about the big operations such as that famous Appalachian 
collective that occurred in New ‘York state which I really don't know whatever | 
happened on that, but what are sorrie of the cases that you ; as an agent would be 
assigned to beyond this? | | : , 

Ἷ 

TURNsR: Predominantly in criminal work L would say that my expe rience has heen 
in theft frorm interstate shipment. For example, interstate of stolen motor vehicles, 
theft of government property, crime ona goye rnment reservation, things of that 
nature rather than the larger~-what we call jerimes which would : be involved with 
organized crime, although I have worked on Kidnapping cases and. major criminal | 
investigations, bank robbe ries, extortion, things of that nature, _ 

| | 

THOMAS: All right, on those three! areas--Kidnapping, bank robbery and extortion-- 
what is your opinion of the FBI's efficiency as a law enforcement agency here? 

| 

TURN.zR: I think that they do rather well in these sarticulde types of investigations, 
I don't want to aay that they couldn't do better, but I find one thing that is important 
in these types of investigations, and which they have at theilr disposal are large 
quantities of manpower which they can throw, into the breach and really saturate an 
area, Now, in many types of investigations this ig desirable and 'they have it and 1 
found that this, probably, rather than any super sleuthing or masterminding is the 

rE 

reason that these cases many times; come toja successful conehsion, 

i 
THOMAS: Mr, Levine said that it was his, estimate that the re were approximately | 
fifteen hundred FBI agents in the Communist Party, which would come out to some- 
thing like a ratio of one agent for every 5, 7 members of the Communist Party. Does” 

/ 
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this match with your opinion or information? : 

TURN&R: Well, 1 wouldn't want te even try and numerically judge that, I have no-- 

perhaps Mr. Levine had/a better giource or'a way of doing it, My experience has 

been, and it's again very limited from a++strictly localized--that the Communist 

Party has been fairly well penetrated by the Bureau informants, which is what Mr. 

Levine undoubtedly was referring to, as opposed to s pecial agents which are 

actually Bureau employees, he was referring to informants like, we 've all heard of 

Herbert Philbrick and Matte-Yedidk in Pittsburgh, this kind of thing. 
| Ue re 

THOMPSON: And these are people who are inot full fledged apecial agents, but 
simply people that the FBI uses ag spies? — 

TURNwR: Well, again, Εἰ νου θα! t use the word spies, They're informants, They're 
not special agents, They're not as »They may be furnished funds to carry 
on their penetration of the Communist Party or any other subversive organization, 

but they're not special agents of the FBI, No. 

THOMPSON: And, have you had any work within the Communist Party or in dealing 
with this aspect of the FBI work? - i 

TURNaR: I've had limited experience in: it,iyes. 

THOMPSON: Well, how, 'I would be very interested to know -- we hear a great 

deal about Communist Front organizations,:and he used the example of knowing 
that a certain person was in the Communist Party and therefore when he became 
affiliated with some other organization, keeping watch on that organization. What 
sort of criteria do you use? How do you determine whether or not an idea ora 
person is subversive ? Are you trained in any particular way for that kind of work? 

| | 

TURNa&R: If I recall Mr. Levin! 8 | smnmect on that, the FBI doesn't evaluate who is 
subversive and who isn't, These particular reports, I think, that you are talking 

about might refer to somebody that wanted to take a job with a povernment organiza- 
tion, Well, the FBI merely furnishes the interested government agency with their 
report on the matter and doesn't come to conclusions, I might explain that these 
organizations that are on the attorney gene, ral's list--what they will do--will 
determine the extent of a person's participation in the activities or in the 

policy making level of such groups, and perhaps those that don't appear on the 
attorney general's list they will prepare ‘al thumbnail sketch or a characterization 

of just what this organization is, but as far ἢ as evaluating the person, no. 
| 

THOMAS: Mr. Turner, if you are--let's edn a specific calse--I've applied for a 

job, for example, with xyz agency, and this 1 has some security a'spect to it, and you, 

as an agent might be assigned to check my 4 42 references,.or whatever number are 

required. What are some of the questions, if this is proper and ethical for you to 

talk about, what are some of the question that you would use to ‘Gather the informa - 
tion for the agency to make the determination? 

| 

THOMPSON: Yes, what's your criterion when you go out to find out whether a per- 
sonis a security risk? | : 

| 
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o|find out whether they are a security TURNR: Again, of course I don't go out f | | 

risk, The agent is supposed to golout and find out, Number 1, The person's 

character, his loyalty ro the country-- [os | 

THOMPSON: And how do you determine that? ! 
a " | 

TURNSR: Again, participation i in any of les, and again the extent of the participa - 

tion in any of these organizations On t the attorney general's list, Well, all right, 

that's one facet to explore. Another is particular associates of the subject. Maybe 

he doesn’t have a particular past association, but maybe he associates with many: 

people who are membe rs of these organizations which are subversive, There are 

many ways of doing--what it amounts to in the end is a thorough investigation of the 

person's activities, associations, and his thoughts with regard to whether he is-- 

well, take an example, you might alsk a question, ‘Ln the event of war, would his 
sympathies lie with this country or with some foreign power. ! 

| | | 

THOMAS: Now is --whati I'm trying to rind é out, Mr, Turner, is whether there are 

areas, such as character, loyalty to one's country, and a number of other areas 

that you as an agent would discuss with a person of whom you were asking these 

questions, or whether there are predescribed questions that you have to find out the 

specific answers to, | | 
| tj | Ε 

| ἢ 

Ϊ Ι 

TURN.R: No, there are no predescribed ‘questions, : ᾿ 
| | ' 

THOMAS: 1 see. So that then the agent himgelf has to use a great deal of discretion 

and judgment in weighing! the answers of the’ person he is interrogating? 
| | ; 7 

TURNER: Well, yes. Ὁ | | 
δ ξλδλινίλΣ | 

| 
THOMAS: It takes a tremendous: amount of. sophistication, then, I would imagine, 

1 

TURNeR: Well, 1 would certainly think 80, δ. 

THOMPSON: Yes, well, that was a part of my earlier que stion--how are you trained 

in the FBI so that you have dete rmined in your own mind what questions would 
establish the loyalty of an individual. Mr. Levine used specifically the example of 
knowing that a Communist had affiliated himself with a specific organization which 
might not even be on the attorney general's list as far as I gather. Now does that 

mean that immediately somebody would be | monitoring the meetings of this organi- 

zation and checking up| on the other officers to see how ‘many times 

they associated with this man socially? How would you go about | it Β0 that you find 
out that John Doe has become president of some committee or organization? Where 

do you go from there? | | ᾿ 
| | | 

TURNsR: WE 11, think that Mr. Levine mentioned that the organizations with which 
the Bureau is most concerned are pretty well penetrated by these informants who 

attend the meetings and I think you will find this has pretty well been told in all-- 
recounted in all the stories, books on the subject and all. I'can recall reading one 
where it actually got to be| more or less a laughing matter as to who was an FBI 

᾿ 
{ 1 

| 
Ι 
Ι 

| 

| 
| 
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informant and who was 4 bona fide | membes! of the Communist Party. I think it 

reached perhaps a rather ludicrous eas but, as far as the Communist Farty is 

concerned, why the Bureau probally has tipretty well pepetrae’ 

i Ι 

THOMPSON: Would it a too much to agk to say what kind of a question. would you 

ask an individual if you were going to try to determine whether or not they were a 

subversive person? Whe re would you be! in? Supposing lyou were interrogating. me 

to find out whether or not 1 was a hoyal citizen? What would you ask me? 
| | | 

TURNER: Well, in the first--1 don't quite get the context’ of what you're asking, 

THOMPSON: Well, we're still on this ΜῈ ss of how does the agent, faced with 

the proposition of trying to find out whet 16 1 an individual ora group of individuals 

who have organized themselves into some thing called ΧΥΖ, is in fact a disloyal or- 

ganization. What crite tia are you using in your own mind? 1 mean, are you trained 

Marxists? Do you know when’ you hear'them talk whether or not they're Marxists ? 

Or is it a purely political judgment? What do you go on? | 

TURNwR: Well, of course the judgment. there again has already been made in the 

Department of Justice as to what organizations, 80 largely it's a question of de- 

termining relationships| with these ΣΝ and extent of Participation, 
| 

THOMPSON: I see. In lother words it would be membership and participation rather 

than any detailed knowledge of what that person thought about a a specific issue, 
socialized medicine or Whatever ? ; 

| ᾽ 
TURN#R: Largély that's what it comes ina to. 

| 

THOMPSON: One hears the statelment made that if a person is ‘suspected, or some - 
thing like that, of something, that they are framed, Did you ever have anything to 
do with, or know anything about ain incident which you could classify as a frame-up 
against a person who was suspected of some thing? 

| ι | | ' 

ΤΌΚΝΝΩΒ: Frame -up is| sort of a μοὶ guess that's a detective story kind of phrase, 
Of course, it ig my contention that “Ὁ don't know whether I would call it a frame- 
up or not, but that this action against meé in Oklahoma City was, bottomed on error, 
That's a legal term for! it, which | is somewhat similar to the frame- -up, As far as 
frame€-ups are conce red, in your general’ statement, no} I read one article by 
sdward Bennett Williams in the Saturday svening Post which indicates that the 

Bureau suppressed evidence in a kidnapping case, but, that’ 'g about the extent of what 

I know on that. 7 . | Σ ! Vo 

THOMAS: But you have no pe fsonal knowledge of any such other than your own case? 

|. " ΤΌΒΝΟΒ: Right. | 

| THOMPSON: But, ina sense, a lot of the information in|the FBI files is being 
suppressed in the sense it is certainly ot being released to anybody including the 
Justice Department. You talked about suppressing evidence --: 

| | 
| 

| | 
| 

| 
| 
{ 
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TURN—R: I don't know whether I quite aah what you're driving at there, 

THOMPSON: Well, it's a ditferent|aspect of it, but you did mention earlier that it 

was legitimate that some of the FBI files were never opened to anyone, Vell, now 

what do the FBI propose ito do with them if they’ re never open to anyone, if even the 

Justice Department is not given this information? Who's going to make the deter- 

mination what happens to the people who. are on those files? Perhaps I'm getting 

back to the question that |Mr. Levine answered about the picking up of people inside 

of afew hours. All those pe ople are going to be picked up without having had the 

slightest chance to defend themselves, to discuss whether/or not the information 
was justified, without trial, without the Justice Department having had anything to 
do with it, That might form the basis for πω injustice, 

TURNER: No, I think you 'ye wronglthere i! ‘in lone statement. The Justice Department 
is fully aware of the identity of these people as far as I know, 

| ! 

THOMPSON: But they don't have the files, as I understand it. 

TURNER: Well, I don't Kjow but tim not οἷ that they don | 

| 

THOMPSON: You don't know whether they’ have the files or not 2 | 

TURNER: I don't know whether they do or not, but I am practically certain that the 
Justice Department knows the identity of . people, : 

THOMPSON: Yés, well, Knowing the identity, you know, if : a person had been identi- 
fied as a murderer, and was then picked up and put in a prison because they were a 

murderer without evidence ever haying been. produced or a: trial being held, knowing 
the identity and being the (murde rer| might- “you know--there would be a big cleavage 
there, | 

TURN-R: Well, yeah, I see --- | | | | 7 
————— ᾿ ; | 

THOMPSON: In other words these people and organizations on whom the FBI has 

files which the Justice Department may Or may not be aware of the contents, if they 

are not aware and all they have is the identification of a person as being a subversive - 

TURNeR: Well, as I told you, I don't know whether they do or they don't. The 
Justice Department, I would guess, pas a complete file or copies of all reports, 
I would guess, | } 

| | 

THOMPSON: But still thoge people, it what] b Mr. Levine said is correct, those 

people would still be liable to arre st without trial, and incarceration in the event of-- 
| | ! 

᾿ 

ΤΌΚΝΩΞΒ: Yeah, this probably would be the! came thing as happened to a number of 

German and Japanese aliens or wympathisefe after the commence ment- -after 
Pearl Harbor. 

| 

} 

| 

| 
| Ἰ 
| | "ἢ | 

THOMAS: And of course it was, as we nor: now, the vast majority of these people 
| t a 

; ; ‘| ; 
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were not, but there was : dragnet, a 

| : 

TURNZR: Yeah, yeah, thia of course is-'-things that originate, I would guess, ona 

Presidential level so it hardly. would be! anything that--I think what you mean is the 

FBI just on their own initiative going out|and doing this. No, I don! t think so, 

THOMPSON: No, But the - whatever govelrument agency acted, would be acting on 

the basis purely and simply of the information collected by the' FBI, which puts a 

great weight of responsibility on the apne; 

TURNER: This is true, but this is true in any other facet of--the same in criminal 

cases, the same in anything. | ' 

THOMPSON: Oh, no, In criminal cases they aré tried in front of a court. 

TURN=R: Yes. But again, a lot of the evidence is collected by ub, by uh-- 

- ᾿ | 

THOMPSON: Yes, but it has to be subjected to some kind of scrutiny, 
| 

TURNER: I agree, all sight, yeah: I see what you are talking about, but I think that 

that is. nc has initiated on their own, That's a Presidential 
decision as to certain persons. Now, it's probably a decision of the Department of 

Justice as to who specifically 18 put on these lists, perhaps with recommendations 

by the Bureau. I don't Know. I'm not going to say, one way or another when I don't 
specifically know. ! | | 

| Ι 

THOMPSON: No. Of course not. | . 

THOMAS: I'd like to ask you about another. aspect, Mr. Turner. In several places 

Mr, Levine talked about what he considered to be bias among some of the super- 
visors and in various sections | of the Fede: ral Bureau of Investigation. He talked 
about such things as a strong influence of Southern politicans --right wing, in his 

words, people politically, some of whom were Critical, for instance, of Adlai 
Stevenson, ina particular lecture! that he mentioned, He also said that in some 

cases there was anti-Negro bias, and in another case it was his opinion that the re 
was some anti-semitic feelings. Now, I wonder, do you have any basis for comment- 
ing on this? I know thig is an imprecise kind of thing and rather broad gauged, but 
I would like your opinion on these areas, i | 

| | Γ 

ΤΌΝΝΟΕ: Well, as far as the politics are concerned, during my career, I was 
more or less a- -political as far as it's concerned, Now there is no question 
about the fact that the Bureau is extremely, oh, I don't know the correct word to 
use for this, but perhaps if you ha had to put it in a political term,' they would be 
right-wing --oh, patriotism, this kind of thing being a very predominant issue. Well, 

I kind of think that under this--carried to extremes, and I feel that it's been carried 
to extremes by the Bureau, that smetimne s individual rights get trod on, and that 
always is the end of patriotism promoted by (815, 1 would say that, sure, if it came 

down to the rights of the government over the rights of the individual to the good 
of the society or to the good of the naticn, 1 say, wellfine, But I find that a lot of 

| | β 7 | | : 
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times this treading on individuals |and individual! s rights me rely serves the purposes, 
selfish purposes of individuals. rather than: ‘the ends of patriotism or of the--promote 
the ends of government as such or serve the welfare of society, It's merely a self- 
seeking kind of thing rather than anything really necessary to promote desirable 
ends, a ᾿ | 

| | , | 

THOMPSON: In other words you don't feel unpatriotic because you are critical of 
the FRI? | : 

TURNsR: Heavens, no, IT feel exactly the: opposite, asa matter of fact, I just feel 
that I'm doing a patriotic thing by trying  focriticise ce rtain points which I feel 
definitely need criticism. | | 

ΒΝ | 

THOMPSON: What about the racial issued that Trevor was mentioning ? 
| | ΙΝ 

THOMAS: May I clarify this, because there’ iwas, 8S you mentioned when we were 
talking out there, an article in «bony magazine written by a reporter for the 
magazine, an interview with Mr. Hoover, which in fact was quite laudatory, as I 
understand it, of the FBI's policy vis-a- αν 8! ‘hiring Ne gro-American, and yet Mr. 
Levine gave us somewhat of a different opininn on this, Do you, have any information 
you could throw any light on this? | | | | ; 

| Ἢ 1 

TURN.LR: I stated that I was rather a-political during my Bureau career-- ——— | , 

THOMAS: No, well this really ien't a politi question. : 

| | | 
TURNeR: Right, and I'm going to draw a parallel that I also would -- didn't pay 
too much attention to counting numbers on! this kind of thing. I can only say this, 
that during the time I was in the Bureau that --I was in five different field offices 
over ten and a half years--l never personally knew another agent who was either 
Negro or Jewish, Now, what this may manifest is anybody's guess, Certairlyv there 
were certain individual agents who! had certain prejudices, So far as I know this is 
strictly on an individual basis. I never heard any policy, but again-- 

THOMAS: Well, with six thousand agents that would be inevitable . 

TURNzR: Yes, right, it certainly ould. I can ‘t help but feel, however, that the 
fact that I never did run irito any, even on my trips back to| Washington, D,.C,, whe re 
I met agents in training clas ses, » in| retraining classes from all over the country, 
it just seemed that by chance 1 should have run into a couple if actually there was 
any significant percentage of either, Negro or Jewish agents in the Bureau, 

| 

THOMPSON: No political education as such-|-you said you : were fairly a-pdlitical, 
well, now for many people the FBI is a fairly political matter itself, Would you say 
that in the training of the men that it's put more on the level of "this is for the 
national good, this is for the national security," and that ideas like racism and 
political theory and things of this sort are not really stressed very much in training 
the men or in working with the meni? | : 

TURNezR: Well, that's right, I mean, actually they are more or less peripheral to 
: . | 
| 
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the direct problem of law enforcement, shal don't think to any great extent they 

just got immersed in that particular topic ‘or topics strictly because the time was 

mostly taken up with things gbout how to. solve cases or take tire marks out of the 

ground, this kind of--you know--picking up evidence and rules of evidence and 

matters directly related.to law enforcement as such. | 
| ' ' Ι 

THOMAS: Mr. Hoover has made a umber of pronouncements, written a number of 

. 

Ι 
1 

i} 

books having to do with the moral and sone times the political posture of what he 

considers to be good citizenship and patriotism, and I wonder if in your experience 

this reflects down into the Bureau,| Obviously he as a citizen has a perfect right 

to do this whether or not one agrees or disagrees, but I wonder, because he has 

some obviously very firm convictions, and 1 wonder how this channels down into 

the Bureau, | | 7 

TURNsR: Right. Y<s, he does have some very firm convictions, and they permeate 

the Buyeau. There's no deviation from them at all, 

THOMPSON: You mean apart from what you wear, and this sort, of thing, the more 

general ones. | | | | : | 

ἘΝ 

TURN=R: Right. Now, on these books that he's written, obviously I think that, 

perhaps to give an illustration might--the Bureau of Narcotics had a gentlemen who 

was its Director for thirty years, Dr. Anslinger, Now, this, too, is a long tenure for 

a bureaucrat in Washington, and I've read|reports in the paper where the Kennedy 

administration was anxious to, as discretely as possible, get Mr. Anslinger to retire 

because they felt that he was too unyielding, inflexible in his viewpoints, that he 

imposed his viewpoints on anybody and everybody and that he had a tendency to 

consider the act rather than the actor, in other words in narcotics rather than 

considering that a person who uses narcotics), and of course I'm distinguishing 

from a person who peddles it, this is something else again, a person who is 

afflicted with the use of narcotics might actually be somebody who is sick, in need 
| ᾿, | ΜΕ . 

of treatment, rather than being somebody that should be thrown into jailas a crim- 

inal. I would say that if you draw this same parallel of the FBI it fits in pretty 

exactly with Mr, Hoover's viewpoint. Very/inflexible on issues like that, and I 

think he has a tendency to consider the act rather than the actor in these situations. 

If you read his books, this strain doés run through them, There is no question 

about it. , | : | 
Ι 
| ! , 

THOMAS: How does this reflect --you obviously were dissatisfied with some of 

the practices of the FBI, These may, be many, and I hope you can tell us something 

specifically about these, Mr. Levine also is »and he maintains that there are many 
agents who are dissatisfied, and he even used;the word disillusioned, Would you 

| 
care to comment on this? ) | | | 

| 
! ΝΕ | | , 

TURN=jR: Well, yes. This was my prime concern in writing to members of 
ὡ-πττανττνὉ.--- -- ΜΝ : , 
Congress. One of the statements that I made was that the situation has become 
such in the Bureau that the morale of the special agents themselves is at an all-time 

low, and this I largely attributed to the abuse of personnel policies of the Bureau. 
And this is on record. It's in my letters to the members of Congress and its in the 

| \ : I 

| | 
| 
| | 
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Civil Service records, so I've been very specific on that particularly issue, 

THOMAS: What are some of the'se ? ἶ : | 

TURNR: The first _ant generalize a little} bit, that the Bureau has--there's no 

use Kidding ourselves about it--it's a vast bureaucracy, that's what itis. Now, 
usually in bureaucratic situations any employee of a bureaucracy has recourse 

to the Civil --or has use of some other forum to hear his complaints should he feel 
he is being unjustly or wrongly: ‘dis ciplined by his organization, In the case of the 

Bureau, however, this is entirely untrue, and many injustices have occurred to 

apents, and because of this tremendous prestige and image, the normal channels 

of grievance have broken|down. | Ihad a member of Congress tell me that he'd 

like to help, but there really wasn't much hel could do, that Hoover was more power- 

ful than the President, and long ago had be en awarded sweeping powers which, 

right now there isn'ta thing they could do about. One of the things that I think has 

been brought in the hearing te stimony, and: I: think perhaps | | that this is the number 

one sere spot and cause of the numerous pesonnel incidents which are occurring 

in the Bureau, I really don't feel that my case, is extraordinary except to the lengths 
which I pureued it. | Most οἱ the agents, when they gétina jam with the Bureau, are-- 
well, they have this frustrated feeling that there's nothing they can do about it, so 

they quietly resign, and unfortunately the gove rnment service loses some of the 

finest and most capable personnel because| of this. One of the sore spots, number 
one, is this voluntary overtime,: Now, the Bureau will cite the agents performed 
so many hundred thousand hours of|voluntalry overtime over the course of the past 
year and this saved hiring other agents and effe cted tremendous economy in addition 
to showing a great spirit. Unfortunately, | howe ve τ, this voluntary. overtime has a 
few strings attached to it’which’ really don't’ ‘make ‘tt voluntary, ‘Numbe+“dne, well, 
unless you maintain a certain ave rage, they: go by an office average, and unless 
You're -above it most of the | time: you will be required to explain why not, Well, 

obviously if you are working on an average, 8 some are going to be above and some | 

below,-and whethe?t' you're one minute’ above lor’ one ‘minute below devant ‘really ¥ 
make any’ difference. αν Os ra ὮΝ NaN Ἀπ Vp AS rh ars) = L wat ae? " meee 2 th yf! wie? “a 
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TURN~R: If it happens two or three mouths in a row why then you are called in 

to explain why you aren carrying your share of the work load, 

THOMPSON: Yell, then what is εἷς use of an average? Why don't they just say 
how many hours a day they want you to work overtime? | 

| || | 
TURNzR: Well, because the overtime is; supposed to be caused by emergency con- 

ditions which arise On occasion. Obviously if a bank robbery happens at five o'+ 

clock on a Saturday or ona Friday afte rnoon this is an eme rgéncy condition and 

agents can very well expect to work through the night. However, the point is, that 

saying you have a month where no. emergencies happen, and this occurs quite often-- 

they come in bunches and then the're won tt t be any--nevertheless, if the officc 

average was say, three hours the previous | month, these agents know full well that 

they're going to have put in approximately that amount of time whether there's any 

emergency or not, or else they're; going to. be below the office average and called 

on the carpet for it, Now when you conside’r that not only c ould they be called on 

the carpet for it, but-‘hat their raises are contingent upon them being ahove this 

office average. I think that this is one of the things that are commented on when 

an agent is considered for prornotion--how}much he has been above the office 

average, ΕΝ 
| 

THOMPSON: Oh, but, ! 1--I'm not much of ἰδ! (mathe matician, but how can you be 
above the average, because if eve rybody is above the average then the average 

gets higher. | τὶ | 

TURNR: Right. : ᾿ 

THOMPSON: i mean, this seems to me -~it: could go up toitwenty-four hours a day-- ae | y 

TURNR: You'vé put your finger ὁ on what|i call the number one'sore spot, It's been 
Spiraling ever since it started and. it's now, up to three hours a day, and if you figure 
that out, on a five day work work, that's twenty - -four (sic)'extra hours a week, 

: "" 
᾿ , 

THOMPSON: Are you aka for this? | 
—_—_—[SESEEo ye | Ι Ι 

| 1 ι I 

TURNwjR: You're paid a fringe benefit for an hour and twelve minutes of it, or 
something like that, which Mr. Levine brought out in his comments--the public 
law that was enacted a number of years ago on that, | ' 

| 

i 
THOMAS: And you say that this kind of a situation is one of the major sore spots 
within the Bureau, then, with rega rd to thorale and attitude ? | 

| 
TURN«R: Oh, definitely. | These agents --they have no reluctance to do the job when 
it's there to be done, but they definitely do not like to’ be hanging around putting in 
time, They'd rather be with their families ἢ when there's nothing, specific to be done. 

| yi { 

THOMPSON: Do the agents resent the supervision of their private livés which was 
spoken about in the other, inte rview, such as inve stigation lof wives and families and. 
things of that sort? | | 
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TURN=R: Woll, I don't think that's a major, issue with them at all. It may be ina 

case ar two, but that isn/t the problem, Getting back to this ove rtime thing, 85 you 
say, it's more or less beena pyramiding thing over the years. It just goes up and 
up. I don't know where it will end as long a: as they use that as a ‘criterion for per- 
formance, As an example, say that two agents each have the same number of cases 

assigned involving the same amount of work, Saying its done in a reasonably 
efficient manner, The only thing that's going to distinguish between them as to 
their performance and who gets a raise and| who doesn't, pe rhaps, is who took the 
longer time to do the job, because his overtime will be higher, and under this 
concept they are putting a premium on inefficiency. He will be considered superior 
in attitude and everything because he! 5 “| ia more ove rtime. | 

| 

THOMPSON: It's taken him longe : to doit. : ! 

TURN.R: Yeah, because. it took him longer: ito do it, 7 

| | | 
THOMAS: Now along these same woes, Mr. ‘Levine said that when an agent was 
considered for--as a candidate for promotion, another factor that weighed very 
heavily was whether or not he had written sufficientnumbers to the Bureau, or to 
Mr. Hoover, laudatory lette rs. ‘How does this check out with your experience ? 

TURNwZR: Well, long ago I when I was a neue! agent, it was. intimated to me that this 

was a yery desirable thing to do, hen you received a raise to send a letter to Mr, 

Hoover thanking him, this kind of thing, and, that it was considered de rigueur to 
request his autographed photograph, this kind of thing, but/I haven't had quite the 

extent of it that apparently Mr. Levine has, but then again he was closer to Wash- 
ington, ! | | , 

THOMAS: But of course, ‘it may: be | comes practice for employees of a cornpany 

or an agency or whatever, if they receive a ‘raise or get a promotion to write a 

letter batk to whoever is| responsible, 50 it seems to me that this --I don't find 

anything that is significant in this, , The significant question would be, ''What if 
someone did not do this." Was the) re anything that followed from it? 

! 

ΤΌΕΝΝ.Ε: Well, I can't answer that absolutely. I just don't know, because I'm not 
the oné that would make de cisions As to raises and all, | 

| Ι 

THOMAS: No, but I meant in your sequaintance-- | | 
----- ; 

TURN—R: I think that it's, fairly well accepted among the agents that the more 
buttering up you do in that nature the better off you are, but then again, this isn't 
necessarily distinctive of the FBI, 3 | | 

| : | 
; | 

THOMAS: I have one question that I'd like to get back to here, and that is your 

experience with rélation to the Congressman that you had contacted. Now you 
mentioned the reaction οἵ one Congressman was sort of throwing up his hands, 

and I wondered whether in the ones that you had ‘talked to this was confirmed, Do 

they consider the FBI to be a thing completely apart from their jurisdiction? 

| . ! 
| i 
ι a ‘ Ι | | ᾿ ΝΕ 
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if they contended dithat they'd be wrong. No, they don't. 

: | ι' 

| 

TURN=R: Wall, of course, 

| ! 

THOMAS: All right. What did they tel you ἢ 
| | ! 

TURNER: Do you want t¢ get down to caigs|on it or generalize γ᾽ 

specific.| : : | 

TURN«=R: Well, as far as Senator Kefauv del office felt dit it was just too big a 

thing tp buck, In other words, he 'djbad good relations with Mr. Hoover and he 
apparently wanted to keep it that way. Congress man Seller! 5 office: I wrote to 

Congressman Seller because he was chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, 

and as such, the context of my lettelr was yha at I found in this while I was still an 

agent, that I had no forum in which to be heard impartially|concerning a grievance 

which --actually the way that --the injustice that was done,|I felt, had impaired my 

reputation to the extent that I was always a fellow that worked hard and did a job 

and here these statements were | imade concerning this which I felt were completely 

unjustified and I wanted an impartial investigation into it--not by the Bureau, but 

by either the attorney general or some member of Congress, or'some impartial 

hearing where I could present my case, and incidentally the case of another agent 

who had been dealt with Seve rely because he) was a few pounds Over an arbitrary 

weight limit. This is another source of “-- Ι 7 
| 

THOMAS: I'd like to, if an can,'be 

THOMAS: This is the man who subsequently’ peetieces - 

TURN-R: He subsequently testified in my behalf, yes. | 
| 

THOMAS: And what happened to him? | | 
| | 

TURN»j/R: Well, he was t ansferred to Alaska and the last I heard they suspended . 

him, something about an applicant case and | when he didn't ‘report back after the 

suspension was up, I understand that they cither are in the process of or have 

already given him a medical dis chalrge for ne rvousnéss, Now, obviously they 
didn't want another hearing. This is the conclusion I draw from'anything like that. 
The man isn't sick, | | | 

Ι ' Ι | 

THOMPSON: Well, evén|on paper is there no provision for grievance hearings 

or discussion of the possible disciplinary moves, you know, is there no--even 

internally --what you've described is ἃ lange government department functioning 
in fact outside of any other routine|, in other words an empire unto itself which, 
on paper is responsible to the Congress|but that the Congress is not implementing 

that at all. | | | 
| 1 

TURN—R: Right. The normal checks and balances which control the activities 
of other agencies--and I'm not talking about’ ‘Supe rsecret information which 

obviously must remain just in the possession of the FBI--1'm talking about their 
internal administration, their administrative policies, their handking of pe rsonnei 
to best advantage, you know. Every other agency, for instance CIA has a watchdog 
committee which will jump allover it, they get off base in this regard, but it seems 

᾿ ! 
|, ᾿ 

| 
| | 

| | 
| : 
| | 
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that the FBI the normal system of checks and balances has broken down completely, 

THOMPSON: And no évén internal set-up within the FBI 

| 

TURN/R: Yeah, but there jagain, You criticige any of their policies and you're 

just bluntly told you're wrong and that's it, period, There's no recourse from that 

within the FBI, They have the supposed channel of grievance, which I followed, 

by the way, but it was strictly to no satisfaction. : , 

THOMAS: Mr. Turner, τὰ Like your opinion on this, It seems to me that in some 

ways the FBI is a kind of paramilitary organization with a lot of strict requirements 

of men that go into the department that they have to--they know that they are going 

into an organization which demands a great deal of them, and I'm wondering if, 

in fact, the nature of the operation does not! require the suspension of certain civil 

rights that ordinarily you would simply not want to give up. Now, I just thouvht of 

that question and I wondered, is there anytiang in this at ail)? 

TURN+R: Ys, lagree teat the very! nature of the work in which the FBI enpages 

demands that there be, oh,.a stern regiment, as the Bureau puts it, However, I 

think, as I mentioned before, that a lot of times the stern regiment is far exceeded, 

that there's nothing to be served by the lengths or extremes) to which they go, I 

think that a reasonable stelrn dis cipline is very desirable, but I don't think the 

unreasonable lengths to which they go necégsarily promote either the efficiency 

of the service or actually promote anything which is desirable, I think it, for 

example, when 1 was writing, one of the gentlemen with whom I communicated was 
Senator Javits of New York and Senator Javits wrote Robert Kennedy, the attorney 
seneral, stating that he felt that each and every government organization in dealing 

with its employees must a ide by the basic concepts of fair. Play. : 

I don't think that there's say relation between fair play and the need for 
discipline. I think that they are two different things and that the Bureau could have 
this discipline and still have fair play. : | | | 

THOMAS: There's no conflict, you mean, Νὰ these two concepts. 

TURNER: Right. Yes, yes, exactly, Now, the Bureau sent δὰ assistant director 
over to see the Senator, and, as I get the story from one of the S enator's aides, 

this assistant director said, well, we'll handle it, it's merely an internal adminis - 

trative matter for the Bureau. And Senator J avits reportedly replied, "Well, I was 
in the military service, and both οὗ my assistants were in the military service and 
we know the need for for discipline, but," he said, "however, feel that this has 

exceeded any such need, " So this is the point that I make., Definitely, discipline 

is required, but as the Bureau inte rprets it they have gone! way overboard on it. 

These are intelligent people, understand, I ired, supposedly the cream of the crop, 

and they require a certain amount of regimén, Any organization ‘does, especially 

when they are in law enforcement work, but: this has gone 50 far 1 in excess that it's 

lowered the morale te rribly. | ; | . 

1 

THOMAS: You have written a book jnow, which I understand you have offered to 
! ' . 

Ι ‘ ᾿ . 
. i | | 
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publishers and the title οι μαΐϊ bookiis, "The: FBI, The Hoover Myth.'"' And I wonder 

if you have anything that you would like to add to what we have already discussed 
vis-a-vis Mr. Hoover himself. Obviously the whole conversation has revolved around 

him, but I wondered if you had anything turpis to say on this, 

TURNER: I might explain ithis --the title might ~-l actually ‘in a letter to Senator 
Kefauver of Tennessee (I was stationed in Knoxville, Tennessee at the time and 1 

thought I was at least in some manne r a oonstituent of his): I made the statement, 

and I'll tell you in a minute to whatil referred when I said as an example that any 
statement which isn't in furtherance of the: Hoover myth is therefore labeled by the 

FBI as an unfounded allegation. Well, as Ι explained, what:I meant by this myth 
is this presentation of absolute pe rfection and no admission of ever being wrong, 

always presenting itself as something infallible, I think that, speaking for myself 
and the agents I know, they'd much rather have the thing put on an objective level 
rather than all this, well,|there’s one fellow'that put it to me, he said, ''That organ- 

ization is just too good tol be true,"! and it réally is too good to be true, I¢ isn't 

true, 

THOMAS: Does this nave |to do with the stlohg publ ic image that one newspaper 
has said one of the r€asons that they would not take up the 'story'that Mr. Levine 

had offered to us was that they couldn't cope| with Mr, Hoover's strong public image ? 

TURNER: Yes, you find that in just about aly ot don't think it's--as 1 said, it's not 
distinctive to the newspaper people at all, | I!pointed out Congress has the same 

feeling.. I think in many places that you go you'd get the same reaction, I did mention 

that I wanted to cite an example--- | 

i 

THOMAS: That you started--that's| right. ἱ 

TURNER: This again is all in this; -on the 3 record. When I was in Oklahoma City 
I think that--a problem arose, In other words, I requested a transfer from Okla- 
homa City and the request was for conside ration, It required a simple "yes" or 

"no'' answer and I didn't expect any more, What I got was a statement that, since 
I requested the transfer from Oklahoma, I was unenthusiastic for my assignment 

there, Because I waw unenthusiastic, I had a poor attitude and that therefore I 

was being placed on indefinite probation. Well this is what I mean by this excess 
to which this regimen is carried, Sure, I wasn't § in a position to dictate where I 

should be stationed, nor was I even trying: I pointed out, however, that in a large 
organization, perhaps it isn? t always apparent that my background wasn't being 
used down there. Perhaps it could) have been used to better advantage elsewhere, 

Now, when I was placed on probation, this started this personal, grievance which 

culminated in my corresponding with Congress, One of the statements that I made 
in the letter to Kefauver,| going back to that again fora moment --it! s difficult to 

put across some of this to people outside the Bureau. They just. sometimes don't 

believe it. And, I cited as an example a’ gentleman i in Chicago by the name of 
Richard Ogilvie, Now Richard Ogilvie was, lif you'll go back to the year 1957, 

at that time there was what is referred to a a's the Appalachian gang which convened 
at Appalachia, New York] and which consisted of some of the top hoodlums of organ- 
ized crime in the country. Well, the attorney general at the time was very upset 

| | | | | 
Ι 
t 
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that such a conclave could go on, of people of this stature in the, world of crime. 
And he organized a special task force to investigate and prosecute these people, 
It was known as the Attorney Gene tal's Special Group on Organized Crime. Mr, 

εἰ 
Ogilvie was head of their Chicago ope rations, : 7 

Ἱ | . 

| 

THOMAS: This is the US.--- | , | 
| 

TURNER: This is the Department of Justice. As you know, organized crime and 
Chicago were fairly synonymous be rms ‘around the law enforcement. This group 

was later disbanded, They had pe rformed. \their function, The'group had been 
prosecuted and therefore their réason for being no longer existed, However, Mr. 
Ogilvie made the statement to the Chicago press, radio and television that his 

group--now understand he! 5 an employee of the Department of Justice at the time 

and therefore actually within the same Department as the FBI. His group had not 
been afforded what he considered! sufficient cooperation iby the FBI and he also 
considered that the FBI was outmoded in their ope rations. Well now these are his 

Opinions and it was not Imy purpose to eithex concur with Mr. Ogilvie and his 

version of the FBI, but, what happened was'that the FBI the reupon labeled Mr. 
Ogilvie, in a me morandum to all ‘agents that he had made unfounded alle gations. 
Just arbitrarily, like that, notwithstanding the fact that they were merely expressions 

of opinion, : | | | . | 
| Ι 

THOMAS: They were not, in this memorandum I assume) refuted in any way, merely 
dismissed with the label "unfouaies allegation.” | | 

| ! | 
| 

TURNER: Right. Exactly. This to me was a rather arbitrary way of--just be- 
cause he had been critical of the’ ‘Bureau, of dismissing him a& having made un- 

founded allegations, and inasmuch as this; is the same thing that I had been accused 
of in Cklahoma City, that I had made “unfounded allegations," I point that out-- 
how arbitrary this particular label was attached to people. | 

| | | 

THOMPSON: In other words you used the lOgitvie Story | as an example in approaching 
Senator Kefauver? | | 

| " 

TURNER: Yes, right, as an example of how arbitrary some of these Bureau 
statements can get. 59, I think that I wanted to bring that out because it illustrates 
a little about what ['m ‘talking about, this arbitrary attitude, and it also--one of the 

allegations against me when t he Bureau dismissed me was that in making this state- 
ment to Senator Kefauver I was the refore’ aligning my self with an enemy of the 

Bureau, namely, Mr. Ogilvie, That's pretty strong language,|just because the man 
was critical of the cooperation he got ftom the Bureau why heiwas labeled an enemy 
of the Bureau. | i | ' 

| : ; : 

THOMAS: By whom, how wee | 7 | | 

, | | 
TURNER: By the Bureau representative, | | 

THOMPSON: In the allegation against, hirn--- 
~~ Ι 
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TURNER: Right. This is on record in the Givil Service here, 
het | 

| Ι | 

| ee 
THOMAS: I seé. | ' | 

i : | ! ; 

THOMPSON; That you had aligned yourself: with an enemy, 

| pe 

: o ε Ι h ; ht to express an opinion, 
TURNERYeah, Allil was saying was that/a man had the rig P ᾿ ae 

I was in no way agreeing with him or disagreeing with him. I merely thoug 

he should have the right to express it without being hit in|the face with an 
| 

‘unfounded allegations" label.” | | 

| 
| | . | te 

ANNOUNCER: You have just heard, an ἐν view with William W. Turne Yr, former 

special agent with the FBI, whose) suit Δ 85. 65Ὲ the Bureau was filed in the United 

States District Court in| Washington, D.C, on October 5, 1962, The inte rview was 

conducted by Trevor Thiowra 8 and Elsa ‘Knight Thompson for Pacifica Radio. 
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